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ABSTRACT
We have studied a representative sample of intermediate-mass galaxies at z„1, observed
by the kinematic survey KMOS3D. We have re-estimated the kinematical parameters from the
published kinematic maps and analysed photometric data from HST to measure optical disk
inclinations and PAs. We find that only half of the z„ 1 galaxies show kinematic properties
consistent with rotating disks, using the same classification scheme than that adopted by the
KMOS3D team. Because merger orbital motions can also brought rotation, we have also anal-
ysed galaxy morphologies from the available HST imagery. Combining these results to those
from kinematics, it leads to a full morpho-kinematic classification.
To test the robustness of the latter for disentangling isolated disks from mergers, we con-
fronted the results with an analysis of pairs from the open-grism redshift survey 3D-HST. All
galaxies found in pairs are affected by either kinematic and/or morphological perturbations.
Conversely, all galaxies classified as virialized spirals are found to be isolated. A significant
fraction (one fourth) of rotating disks classified from kinematics by the KMOS3D team are
found in pairs, which further supports the need for a morpho-kinematic classification.
It results that only one third of z„1 galaxies are isolated and virialized spirals, while 58%
of them are likely involved in a merger sequence, from first approach to disk rebuilding. The
later fraction is in good agreement with the results of semi-empirical ΛCDM models, support-
ing a merger-dominated hierarchical scenario as being the main driver of galaxy formation at
least during the last 8 billion years.
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1 INTRODUCTION
According to the hierarchical scenario, galaxy interactions play a
key role in the evolution of their morphologies and in how they ac-
crete mass (e.g. Toomre & Toomre 1972; White & Rees 1978;
Barnes 1988). The observed properties of many distant galaxies
may seem however to be inconsistent with such interactions, as
galaxies exhibit instead gas-rich, clumpy, and extended rotating
disks not dominated by spheroids (e.g. Genzel et al. 2006; Fo¨rster
Schreiber et al. 2006; Genzel 2009). Dekel & Birnboim (2006)
suggested an alternative process to the merger-dominated hierar-
chical scenario. They proposed that the main mode of galaxy for-
mation was due to mass accretion by cold streams from the IGM,
for which simulations showed that it is a dominant mechanism for
large mass galaxies at high-z (see, e.g. Faucher-Gigue`re, Keresˇ, &
Ma 2011).
This mode of formation is however challenged by recent cos-
mological simulations (see, e.g. Font et al. 2011; Keresˇ et al.
2012; Guedes et al. 2011; Aumer et al. 2013; Vogelsberger et al.
‹ E-mail:myriam.rodrigues@obspm.fr
2014), which indicate that realistic disks may also form out of gas-
rich major mergers. More recently, idealized simulations of ma-
jor mergers have shown in detail that the corresponding remnants
can be spiral galaxies, having the same properties as local spirals.
Comparisons between simulations and local spirals include rota-
tion curves, projected stellar density profiles, classical bulge to to-
tal stellar mass ratios and in particular, the detailed morphology of
structures and substructures, such as thin and thick disks, all three
types of bulges (classical, boxy/peanut and disky pseudobulges),
bars, spirals, rings, etc. (Athanassoula et al. 2016). Furthermore,
discrepancies in hydrodynamical solvers (Springel 2010) suggest
the possibility for a significantly reduced contribution from cold
flows (see, e.g. Nelson et al. 2013).
In light of these new inputs, it may be opportune to re-
investigate how observations and their interpretations can allow
distinguishing between these scenarios and thus refine the key con-
straints on galaxy formation. Both galaxy formation modes require
galaxies to have been significantly enriched in gas in the past,
which is consistent with the increase of galaxy velocity dispersions
with redshift (Puech et al. 2007; Genzel 2009; Kassin et al. 2014)
as well as with the so-called star formation - stellar mass relation
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(Puech et al. 2014). The two galaxy formation modes mainly differ
by their predictions on the causal relation between distant galaxies
and their descendants in the Local Universe. Despite high velocity
dispersions, turbulent gas-rich disks are expected to preserve most
aspects of isolated, virialized disks (shapes and dynamics) over 8
to 10 Gyr. Conversely, should a galaxy have experienced one major
merger during that time, morphologies and kinematics are expected
to have been altered for a time equal to the merger duration, i.e.,
approximately 2 to 4 Gyr (Hammer et al. 2009; Lotz et al. 2010;
Puech et al. 2012).
By measuring to the internal kinematics of galaxies, 3D
spectroscopy allow us to probe directly their dynamical state, pro-
viding strong constrains on galaxy formation scenarios. Kinematic
surveys span now a wide redshift range, e.g: CALIFA at z „ 0
(Husemann et al. 2013), IMAGES at z „ 0.6 (Flores et al. 2006;
Yang et al. 2008), MASSIV at z „ 1 (Epinat et al. 2010), KMOS3D
at z „ 1 ´ 2 (Wisnioski et al. 2015, hereafter W15), SINS and
OSIRIS at z „ 2 (Fo¨rster Schreiber et al. 2006; Law et al. 2007),
and AMAZE/LSD at z„ 3 (Gnerucci et al. 2011). Several of these
studies have investigated the evolution of rotationally-supported
systems and found very high fractions, up to 83-93% at z„1.0.
However, these yield little observational constraints on galaxy
formation because a large fraction of galaxies involved in mergers
are also expected to be rotationally-supported (Bellocchi et al.
2012; Hung et al. 2015). Galaxies undergoing violent merging
processes do not necessarily exhibit highly asymmetrical kine-
matics in their star-forming gas. Interacting galaxies near their
apocenters after first passage could also have kinematic properties
apparently similar to those of isolated spirals (see Hung et al. 2015
and references therein). Additional indicators such as morphology
as traced by stars is required to further identify relaxed spirals
from ongoing mergers.
In this paper we aim to define a methodology that can robustly
identify virialized and isolated disks from galaxies involved in a
merging sequence. It assumes that distant galaxies can be classi-
fied with the same scheme as used for local galaxies, in terms of
dynamical and morphological properties. An isolated disk is as-
sumed to be virialized, hence easily recognizable as a simple dy-
namical system with a large number of remarkable geometrical sig-
natures. We have used the z „ 1 galaxy sample from KMOS3D
(W15, first year sample), which is described in Section 2. Section
3 describes the methodology used to extract the main kinematical
and morphological parameters used in classification. In Section 4,
we compute the fraction of rotating disks and non-rotating disks
at z„ 1 using the classification scheme of W15. We also intro-
duce the morpho-kinematic analyses and provide the fraction of
isolated virialized disks. In Section 5, we investigate the concor-
dance between the morpho-kinematic classification and the frac-
tion of galaxies found in interaction based on open grism spec-
troscopy (3D-HST), allowing us to robustly assess the observed
major merger rate. Finally, in Section 6 we discuss the limitations
of the kinematic and morpho-kinematic classifications to properly
identify isolated disk from ongoing merger. Throughout this work,
we adopt H0=70 kms´1 Mpc´1, ΩM “ 0.3 and ΩΛ “ 0.7.
2 SAMPLE SELECTION AND METHODOLOGY
2.1 Sample and data description
Recent investigations by W15 and Stott et al. (2016) have made
use of the VLT/KMOS instrument to gather significant samples of
spatially resolved kinematics of high-z galaxies in a mass range
(M˚ ą“ 1010 Md) that is consistent with them being progenitors
of Milky Way-mass galaxies. These samples therefore offer the
unique opportunity to test both formation scenarios. In this work
we make use of the first released sample from the KMOS3D survey,
published by W15. The KMOS3D sample was defined in three red-
shift ranges using a single criterion on the Ks magnitude, Ksă 23.
Objects were gathered from the 3D-HST Treasury Survey, which
is to date the most complete redshift catalogue in cosmological
fields. According to W15, the KMOS3D sample is representative
of Milky Way mass galaxies. The KMOS3D sample also has the
advantage to have published velocity and dispersion maps, together
with archived multi-band imagery from the Cosmic Assembly
Near-infrared Deep Extragalatic Legacy Survey (CANDELS).
Because CANDELS imagery is not deep enough to probe disk
galaxies up to their optical radius beyond z„1 (see Section 3.1.1),
we decided to concentrate the analysis on the z „ 1 sample from
KMOS3D.
This work is based on the 0.7 ă z ă 1.1 galaxies from the
KMOS3D first year sample, described in W15. During the first year,
106 z„1 galaxies were observed at spectral resolution R “ 3400
in the YJ band, with a typical seeing of 0.62. Hα emission was
detected in 85 galaxies, but only 72 had Hα emission extending
beyond one resolution element. W15 have identified rotationally-
supported systems among these 72 galaxies using a series of
increasingly stricter criteria. The stellar mass distribution of the 72
z„1 galaxies from the KMOS3D first year release is presented in
Figure 1. The comparison to the stellar mass function (Tomczak et
al. 2014) shows that the sample is representative of z„ 1 galaxies
with M˚ ą“ 1010 Md. Such a mass range for z„ 1 galaxies is well
consistent for them to be progenitors of Milky Way-mass galaxies
(M˚ “ 5.5ˆ1010 Md, see Hammer et al. 2007).
Annex of W15 provides kinematic maps for a sub-sample of
42 z„ 1.0 galaxies, classified as being high S/N disk according to
W15 criteria #1-3 (see a more complete description in section 3.2).
We restricted our working sample to these 42 high S/N ‘disk-like’
galaxies. According to the W15 classification, the remaining 30
objects were split between 14 disk-like galaxies with low S/N,
while 16 are non-disks. The unavailability of a published object
list in W15 required us to identify these 30 objects not by their
kinematic maps but relying on their morphology instead. To do
this, we compared the colour stamps of the 72 galaxies shown in
W15 (Figure 4) with the colour images extracted for all observed
objects. 23 galaxies were successfully identified1, but we failed to
secure the identification of the other 7 galaxies. In the course of our
investigations, we also identified one galaxy (3D-GS3-23553) that
resembles an edge-on spiral with emission on only one side of the
disk (see also Figure A1 of W15). Given the associated uncertainty
in defining the kinematic parameters, we preferred to discard this
object from the W15 sample of high S/N disks (resulting in 41
instead of 42 galaxies), and to consider it as a low S/N disk instead
(now 15 instead of 14). The number (16) of non-disk galaxies
remained unchanged.
1 We found the same classification compared to W15 for their 16 non-disks
galaxies. These objects were straightforward to distinguish from low S/N
disks because of their complex kinematics, compact morphologies, and/or
obvious merger features near fusion.
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We made use of the kinematic maps, velocity and dispersion
profiles and intensities as published in the Annex of W15 as well
as their corresponding uncertainties. We have assumed that the data
reduction and kinematic maps were extracted accurately by W15.
The range of values for each map and their associated colour bar
scale were recovered as following:
‚ for the velocity maps, we have used the minimum and maxi-
mum velocities from the velocity profile plots;
‚ for the dispersion maps, we have used the minimum and max-
imal scale from the dispersion profile axis.
The values from the profiles plots were measured using a digitizer
software (GraphClick). All the spaxels in the maps shown by
W15 have S/Ną5. The kinematic parameters were then estimated
visually from the maps (see description in section 3.2.1). To test the
accuracy of the kinematic maps provided by W15, we re-extracted
them for 10 randomly selected galaxies from the W15 high S/N
‘disk-like’ (25% of the sample) and found a good agreement.
Only one galaxy had kinematic maps not consistent with that of
W15, which would lead to a change on the kinematical analysis
(it shows a perturbed rotation instead of being a rotating disk).
The difference has a statistical impact smaller than the Poisson
uncertainty for such a modest sample, then confirming the quality
of the data, of the reduction, and of the kinematical maps of W15.
The KMOS3D sample was selected from the open grism
3D-HST survey, which has near-IR imagery in JF125W and HF160W
bands from CANDELS (Koekemoer et al. 2011) and optical imag-
ing from HST/ACS in VF606W and IF814W bands. This paper makes
use of the data compilation2 from the 3D-HST team (Skelton et al.
2014). All ACS images as well as the WFC3 F125W and F140W
images have been PSF-convolved to the value of the WFC3/F160W
spatial resolution and pixel scales were homogenized to 0.062 for
all the dataset.
The stellar mass and UV+IR star formation rate estimates
were extracted from the Skelton et al. (2014) and Whitaker et al.
(2014) catalogues, respectively. The derivation of both quantities
assumes a Chabrier (2003) IMF.
3 CLASSIFICATION METHODOLOGY
Both the morphological and kinematical classifications were per-
formed independently by three co-authors (FH, HF and MP). The
disagreements between the classifiers at the first iteration were dis-
cussed individually and resolved. Figure A1 in Appendix shows
for each object, from left to right: : (1) the colour image in i+J+H-
bands (equivalent to local g-r-i rest-frame colour images), on which
are superimposed the optical centre (pink cross), PA (pink line),
kinematic centre and PA (respectively cyan cross and cyan dashed
line), and the peaks of dispersion (regions delimited by a cyan
square); (2) The colour maps produced from the IF814W -JF125W im-
ages following a S/N weighting scheme that is independent of the
colour, which is described in Zheng et al. (2004); (3) the residual
map from the 2D decomposition using galfit; (4) the decomposed
light profile along the major axis in surface brightness units.
2 3D-HST is available at http://3dhst.research.yale.edu/
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Figure 1. Number counts in function of stellar mass for the 72 z„ 1 galax-
ies from W15, in logarithmic scale. The red line is the stellar mass function
at 0.75ă z ă1.25 from Tomczak et al. 2014 and the orange area delim-
its its uncertainties. It evidences that the sample is representative down to
log pM˚{Mdqą10 (filled black symbols). The open symbol indicates the
bin in stellar mass for which the sample is under-representative of the z „ 1
population.
3.1 Morphological analysis
3.1.1 Morphological parameters
The morphological PA and b/a ratio were measured from the
combination of the two reddest bands (JF125W and HF160W ) from
CANDELS. Their combination samples „ 7000Å at rest-frame,
which provides a reliable tracer of the distribution of old stars in the
optical disk. We used the iraf task ellipse to fit elliptical isophotes
and build radial surface brightness profiles. Neighbouring galaxies
around each object were first detected with sextractor, and re-
placed by the mean background level. PA and b{a were measured
at the outermost isophote (1σ level over the background3) and
error bars were estimated as the quadratic combination of that
provided by the ellipse task, and the difference in PA (or in b/a)
between the 1σ and 2σ background levels. The outermost isophote
corresponds to 0.54/0.84/0.6ˆ the optical radius for respectively
COSMOS, GOODS and UDS fields, assuming a typical disk
with a central magnitude of µ0=20.7 mag/arcsec2. For one object
(3D-GS3-21045) the PA measurements was biased due to a strong
light contamination from several neighboring objects so the PA
and ellipticity were measured at a brighter surface brightness for
this galaxy. The half light radii (Rhal f ) were measured in the JF125W
band images using the curve-of-growth technique. The inclination
was computed from the b{a parameter assuming a thick disk with
q=0.25, i.e. cos i2 “ rpb{aq2 ´ q2s{r1´ q2s.
The 2D surface brightness profiles in HF160W were modelled
as a combination of a Sersic model (for the bulge) and an exponen-
tial disk. We first modelled the radial surface brightness profiles
extracted by ellipse with a 1D Sersic light profile (bulge) and/or
an exponential disk profile (disk), convolved with the image PSF.
From this 1D decomposition we retrieved the number of compo-
nents and a first-guess value of the Sersic index n, effective radius
Re and disk scale length Rh, total magnitude, PA and b{a ratio of
3 25.7/26./25.9 mag/arcsec2 for respectively COSMOS, GOODS and UDS
fields
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each components. We then modelled the 2D light profile using the
galfit software (Peng et al. 2002), with 1D models as first guesses.
All the structural parameters were left free during the fitting
process. We used the modelled PSF of WFC3/HST generated by
the TinyTim software (Krist et al. 2011). The residuals map from
the 2D decomposition and the decomposed light profile along the
major axis are shown for each object in Figure A1. Morphological
parameters - Rhal f , PAopt, b{a and B/T from the 2D decomposition
- are given in Table 1.
3.1.2 Morphological classification
We classified morphologically the 41 galaxies into Spiral (Sp) and
Peculiar (Pec), using a set of physical parameters derived from opti-
cal rest-frame imagery (see above): Rhal f to identify compact galax-
ies; B{T to separate between bulge-dominated and disk-dominated
galaxies; colour maps to identify star-forming and/or dusty regions,
and detect colour asymmetries; residual maps from 2D surface
brightness decomposition to discriminate between spiral galaxies
having symmetrical residuals (spiral arms, rings or bars) from dis-
rupted galaxies having asymmetric residuals such as tidal tails, see
Figure A1.
The morphological classification was performed by following
the methodology of Delgado-Serrano et al. (2010), formalised by
a decision-tree. Peculiar galaxies include galaxies that are either
compact or blue-cored, or with asymmetric behaviours, which can
be identified from their colour and residual maps (see Figure A1).
Conversely, spiral galaxies are not blue-cored and present symmet-
ric features (arms or rings, bars) in the residuals maps. The morpho-
logical classification of each galaxy is given in Table 1. The level
of agreement between classifiers after the first iteration is given by
a confidence flag: 0 = all classifiers agree; 1 = when classifiers dis-
agree. The initial disagreement between classifiers was „ 12%.
3.1.3 On the measurement of the viewing angles: bias introduced
by single Sersic fitting
The PAopt and b{a used by W15 were extracted from van der Wel
et al. (2012) who used galfit to model light profiles using a single
Sersic component. In Figure 2, we compared the values of PA and
b/a estimated by the single Sersic modelling with those measured
in the outer isophotes using ellipse (this work). The upper panels
show the difference |PAELLIPSE - PAsingle Sersic| as a function of b{a
from a single Sersic fit. The mean difference over the 41 galaxies
is 270. We have investigated if the discrepancy could be related to
specific morphological features. Barred galaxies and galaxies with
peculiar morphologies systematically have higher PA and b/a dis-
crepancies: barred, peculiar and non barred spiral galaxies show an
average |PAELLIPSE - PAsingle Sersic| of 25, 36 and 18 0, respectively.
Figure 3 shows two examples of barred galaxies with discrepant PA
measurements. The PAs estimated by a single Sersic (red axis) fol-
low the bar axis and not the PA of the disk (pink axis). The reason
is that a light profile decomposition using such a simplified model
is systematically weighted toward brighter regions, e.g. bar or pe-
culiar features. This is corroborated by the bottom panel of Fig-
ure 2: in the presence of a bar (red symbols), a single Sersic fits is
weighted toward the small b/a value for a bar component. The lack
of b/a ă 0.6 objects having large |PAELLIPSE - PAsingle Sersic| values
may result from projection effects (see also a similar explanation in
section 3.3) since a variation of PA as a function of radius is much
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Figure 2. Comparison between morphological parameters estimated by a
single Sersic fitting (from the CANDELS catalogue, see van der Wel et al.
2012) and those measured at the outer isophotes by ellipse (this work). Up-
per panel: Differences between PAsingle Sersic and PAELLIPSE as a function
of the b/a ratio. The morphological classification results are symbolised as
follows (see also Section 3.1.2): blue circles (spirals), black stars (pecu-
liars), while a superposed red bar indicates the presence of a strong bar. The
orange dashed line represents the effect of projection of a misalignment of
600 between a bar and a disk. Bottom panel: It shows a comparison be-
tween b{a estimated from a single Sersic model and measured using ellipse
(this work).
more difficult to detect in inclined objects. This is illustrated by the
dashed orange line in Figure 2, which shows the observed Delta PA
as a function of b/a for an intrinsic misalignment of 600 between a
bar and a disk. At high inclination, the light profile is mainly dom-
inated by the disk, and both single Sersic and Ellipse methods will
give consistent measurements. On the contrary, at lower inclination,
the variation of PA with radius can be easily detected in the light
profile. In this case, single Sersic estimates will be biased toward
the PA of the internal isophotes.
In the next section, morphological and kinematic PAs are com-
pared to identify non-virialized objects, which are expected to show
strong mismatches between ionised gas and stellar distributions.
Conversely, in a virialized disk the stellar component should be
regular up to the edge of the disk, and so the ionised gas. While the
kinematic PA is not affected by the presence of a bar or bright cen-
tral features, the morphological PA measured in the inner isophotes
is. As such, the PA measured in the outer isophotes provides a more
robust measure of the stellar disk PA. Given the peculiar features
dominating the morphologies of distant galaxies (e.g. bars, clumps,
tidal tails), we highlight that the choice of the methodology used to
measure PAopt is a crucial point for establishing a proper kinematic
classification.
c© 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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Figure 3. Two examples of barred galaxies for which the morphological PA
estimated from a single Sersic component (red line) leading to a PA along
the prominent bar that misses the actual galaxy PA.
3.2 Kinematical classification
3.2.1 Kinematical Parameters
For each galaxy we measured the kinematic PA (PAkin), kinematic
centre (ckin), and position of the sigma peak directly from the
velocity-fields and sigma maps published in W15 (Hα line detected
with SNRą5, see Figure A1 in Appendix A).
The kinematic position angle was set to the axis defined by
the position of max and min velocities. The uncertainty on PAkin is
evaluated to be 100. The kinematic centre (ckin) was measured at
the average position between the max and min velocities observed
along the PAkin. We considered that a sigma peak is detected
when an increase in dispersion is observed over several contiguous
pixels, i.e., approximately the same number of pixels covered
by the PSF. An offset sigma peak is detected when it shows a
significant increase of the dispersion4 (ą10 km/s) when compared
to the value at the centre of rotation.
We defined rkin as the distance between the kinematic centre
and the peak of velocity dispersion. It was measured as being the
distance between the barycentre of sigma values in the sigma peak
and the kinematic centre ckin, following the method established
by Flores et al. (2006). This methodology takes advantage of the
full information provided by 3D observations searching for all the
peaks of velocity dispersion within the IFU. In contrast, W15 used
only the velocity and sigma profiles along the major axis (slit-like
observations), which can lead to drastically different results. This
is illustrated in Figure 4 for 3D-GS3-21583 and 3D-COS3-19935.
The left panel shows the extension of the Hα emission detected
by the IFU (orange doted line) over a colour image. The peak of
dispersion is indicated by a red square. The right panels plot the
velocity and sigma profile along the kinematic axis (blue axis in
the left panel). While the methodology of Flores et al. (2006) de-
tects a significant offset of the sigma peak from the rotation cen-
tre (black cross), there is no evidence for an offset from the sigma
profile. This last method is only sensitive to local peaks along the
kinematic axis.
The distance between ckin and the optical centre was measured
by comparing the continuum images to the Hα-maps and to the ve-
4 The instrumental resolution of KMOS3D observations is σinstr “ 27 ´
46 km{s. To investigate how far below the spectral resolution limit disper-
sion can be measured, W15 used a suite of model emission spectra (in their
section 3.2). They found that dispersions between σinstr ´ 0.3σinstr can be
recovered with a 30-60% uncertainty.
Figure 4. Measurement of the σ-peak position in objects 3D-COS3-19935
(upper panels) and 3D-COS3-21583 (lower panels). The left panels show
the i- J- H- colour image. The orange dashed line delimits the detected Hα
emission. The red area corresponds to the position of the sigma peak. The
blue line indicates the kinematic axis from which the velocity and velocity
dispersion profiles (right panels) have been extracted. The velocity and dis-
persion profiles were extracted from the right panels of Figure A1 in W15.
The dashed blue line corresponds to the centre of rotation indicated in W15
(the black vertical dot-dashed line in the W15 figures). For clarity, we did
not over-plot the other lines provided by W15.
locity fields. Because continuum images were not available in W15,
we reduced the raw KMOS data available in the ESO archive us-
ing the Software Package for Astronomical Reduction with KMOS
(SPARK Davies et al. 2013) and the common SPARK recipes, to
extract continuum and Hα images. Continuum images were ob-
tained by collapsing the cube along the spectral dimension. Strong
sky lines residuals were previously masked using a σ-clipping al-
gorithm. Hα -images were extracted by summing the pixels in a
narrow spectral window delineating the line. We then matched di-
rectly the Hα -images to the Hα -maps of W15, and measured the
offset between the optical centre in the continuum images to the
kinematic centre from the Hα-map.
3.2.2 Criteria to define a rotating disk
We classified kinematically the sub-sample of 41 high S/N ’disk-
like’ galaxies, using the same classification scheme of W15, i.e.,
a galaxy is a rotating disk if it verifies all the following five cri-
teria. The first two criteria select galaxies which are rotationally-
supported because:
(1) The velocity map has a single velocity gradient;
(2) Vrot{σ0 ą1, whereσ0 is the intrinsic disk dispersion, i.e., after
deconvolution of projection effects in the dispersion map.
Due to the coarse resolution, distant rotating disks are easily
recognizable by the presence of a dispersion peak coincident with
the centre of rotation. Indeed, at low resolution, the gradient of ve-
locity at the centre of rotation is unresolved and is detected as a
peak in the dispersion map. It leads to the σ-centering criterion
c© 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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(Flores et al. 2006), which defines whether the rotation is perturbed
or not:
(3) There is a sigma-peak coinciding with the centre of rotation
within rkin „1.6 pixels („ 0.252). This criterion is not taken into
account for: (i) galaxies that are almost face-on, for which the
peak of dispersion is less strong due to the flatter velocity gradi-
ent; (ii) galaxies with weak star formation at the centre for which
Hα emission may not be bright enough to generate a sigma peak.
These three kinematic criteria are not sufficient to prop-
erly disentangle rotating disks from interacting/merging galaxies.
Adding information from high spatial resolution imagery is needed
to identify strong misalignments between gas and old stars typi-
cally observed during major fusion episodes or outflows (Barrera-
Ballesteros et al. 2015). To do this, the distribution of old stars
should be constrained from high spatial resolution imagery at rest-
frame wavelengths above 4 000Å. The requirement of an equilib-
rium between the gas and old stars in rotating disks is translated
into the fourth and fifth criteria of W15:
(4) There is no mismatch between the kinematic and morpholog-
ical PA, i.e., ∆PA “ PAkin ´ PAmorph ă 300. In the local uni-
verse, non-interactive galaxies have their kinematic and morpho-
logical PA aligned within less than 200 (Epinat et al. 2008; Barrera-
Ballesteros et al. 2014, 2015). The threshold of 300, assumed in this
work, takes into account the large uncertainties on the estimation of
both PAs at high redshift. This criterion is not taken into account
for nearly face-on galaxies (in practice those with b/a ą 0.85).
(5) The rotation centre does coincide with the centre of stellar
mass by ∆c “ distpckin ´ coptq ă 0.42 (ă 2 pixels).
The resulting kinematic class of each galaxy is given in Table
1, together with the level of agreement between classifiers after
first iteration. The initial disagreement between classifiers was
ă 10%. To facilitate the comparison with previous works, Table 1
also gives the kinematic class of Yang et al. (2008) for each galaxy:
rotating disks (RD) are galaxies satisfying all the criteria above;
perturbed rotators (PR), which are rotationally supported systems
but not yet virialized, satisfy all above criteria but criterion (3) ;
and galaxies with complex kinematics (CK) are disrupted objects,
which are rejected either by criteria (1), (4) or (5).
3.3 Fraction of rotating disks and Comparison with W15
kinematic classification
From the 41 galaxies classified as disk-like by W15 (criteria 1-3), 2
fail criterion (1). 3D-COS3-10248 and GS3-21045 show a velocity
field with multiple velocity gradients (see Figure A1 of W15 for
comparison). They both show what could resemble an extremely
strong warp in their velocity fields, which indeed provides two dis-
crepant kinematic axes. An examination of the mapping extended
to low S/N spaxels (see Figure 5 of W15) evidences complex ve-
locity fields with more than 2 extrema. It could be argued that the
criterion (1) may depend on a certain subjectivity. However 3D-
COS3-10248 and GS3-21045 are furthermore rejected as rotating
disks on the basis of pure methodological and reproducible criteria
(3 and 4, respectively, see Table 1).
For the 20% of galaxies that failed criteria (1–3), the major
discrepancy with the W15 results comes from criteria (3) for which
6 out of the 41 galaxies were rejected. This is due to the differ-
ent methodologies used to measure the σ-peak offset discussed in
Section 3.2.1: while our methodology detects peaks over the whole
Table 2. Kinematic classification of the ‘disk-like’ galaxies from W15, us-
ing the following set of cumulative criteria: (1) Single velocity gradient; (2)
Vobs{σ0 ą 1; (3) ∆rkin ă 1.6 pixels; (4) ∆PA ă 300 (for W15 assuming
only b/aă 0.6 galaxies); (5) ∆c ă2 pixels. N is the total number of objects
in each sample. The top rows provide the classification of W15 (see their
table 1) for their 56 ‘disk-like’ galaxies. The bottom rows give the classifi-
cation made in this study for a sub-sample of 41/56 ‘disk-like’ galaxies for
which the kinematic maps are available from W15. For a criterion (n), the
rows ’Number’ indicate the number of galaxies that verify criterion (1) to
criterion pnq; the rows ’Rejected’ give the number of galaxies that have been
rejected from being rotating disk because of the specific criterion pnq; the
row ’Not compliant’ gives the number of galaxies that do not verify a given
criterion pnq. Galaxies could failed several criteria but are only rejected as
being disk by a single criterion.
Criterion N (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
W15: ‘disk-like’ galaxies
Number 56 56 50
Rejected 0 6
Fraction (%) 100% 100% 89%
This work: Sub-sample of 41 high-SN ‘disk-like’ galaxies from W15
Number 41 39 39 33 32 28
Rejected 2 0 6 1 4
Not compliant 2 0 7 4 5
Fraction (%) 100% 95% 95% 80% 78% 68%
dispersion map, the W15 analysis was restricted to the sigma-peaks
lying along the kinematic axis.
Four galaxies exhibit a significant morpho-kinematic PA mis-
alignment ∆PA ą 300, as illustrated in Figure 5 (left). Only one
galaxy was rejected by this sole criterion, while the other three were
already rejected because of criteria (1-3). The fact that W15 found
no galaxy in their high-S/N ’disk sample’ affected by such a mis-
alignment (see their Table 1) is due to their additional requirement
to consider misalignments only for galaxies with b/aă0.6. In nearly
face-on disks, morphological PAs are unconstrained, justifying the
need for a cut on b/a. In this work, we used the uncertainties on
∆PA to verify if criterion (4) is passed, which is equivalent to a
cut at b/a„0.85 (see the points with large error bars on the right-
most side of Figure 5). For comparison if we had used a cut at
b/aă0.6 (inclination ą 550) as chosen by W15, it would have re-
stricted the analysis to only 7 out of 41 galaxies, as illustrated in
Figure 5 (right, galaxies on the left of the vertical red dashed line).
Moreover, observations at low b/a are subjected to biases that hide
the impact of possible interactions. For example, during first pas-
sage to fusion, the angular momentum transfer may also lead to
radial distortions, i.e., along the disk plane. However, distortions
along the disk plane can be almost impossible to detect due to pro-
jection effects: if seen with an inclination i, the observed ∆PAobs
of an intrinsic difference of ∆PA0 along the disk plane is given by
∆PAobs “ ∆PA0 cos piq sin p∆PA0q. The orange dashed line in Fig-
ure 5 (right) shows how a strong morpho-kinematic misalignment
of ∆PA0 “ 600 within the disk plane is seen at a given b/a: for
b/aă0.6, ∆PAobs systematically falls under 300. This is a further
reason why the W15 study was unable to find significant misalign-
ments. Finally, 4 galaxies were rejected because of criterion (5), in
quite good agreement with the W15 classification.
Among the 41 objects classified as disk-like galaxies by W15,
we found that 80% successfully passed the same criteria (1–3), and
68% when assuming criterion (1–5) compared to 89% found by
W15. Table 2, rows 6 to 11, summarises the results of our kinematic
classification.
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Figure 5. Left panels: J+H images of 3D-COS3-13009, 3D-COS21583, 3D-GS3-21045 and 3D-GS3-22005, that show the strongest misalignments between
their morphology and kinematics. The dashed red lines give the outer isophotes, at 1-σ over the background); The pink ellipses are the elliptical isophotes
fitted by ellipse; The pink and cyan solid straight lines represent the morphological PA measured at the outer isophote and the kinematic PA, respectively.
Right panel: Difference between the morphological and kinematic PAs (∆PA). The black solid line indicates the limit of ∆PA ą 300 over which a galaxy
is classified as not-rotating. The green symbols are the 4 galaxies with ∆PA ą 300 shown in the left panels. The orange dashed line represents the effect of
projection of a morpho-kinematic misalignment of 600 in the stellar disk plane (see text). The red vertical dashed line shows the additional constraint on galaxy
inclination, b{a ă 0.6, taken by W15 for criterion (4) on ∆PA.
4 DISK AND MERGER FRACTIONS AT Z„1
4.1 Fraction of rotating disks from kinematic classification
Despite applying the same kinematic criteria as W15, we have
found noticeably different results: only 68%˘16% amongst the
41 ’disk-like’ galaxies of W15 are found to be rotating disks
(61%˘16% if restricting to galaxies above the mass-limit M˚ ą“
1010 Md). We emphasize that, conversely to the W15 suggestion,
criteria (4) and (5) are not optional but mandatory conditions
to define a relaxed disk. For example, Barrera-Ballesteros et al.
(2014, 2015) found that 10% (52%) of local spirals (mergers) show
∆PA ą220. These misalignments are indeed found in galaxies
with morphological signatures of interaction, mainly between the
first and second passages when the angular momentum exchange
is expected to be large. It is also the case for the LMC disk that
shows ∆PA „ 45˝ (see, e.g., van der Marel et al. 2014), which
could be attributed to the recent 200 Myr old collision with the
SMC (see Hammer et al. 2015). In the same way, criterion (5) has
to be complied by any virialized, rotationally supported system.
The 2 spaxels (0.42) offset between the old stars and dynamical
centres translates into a projected distance „3.2 kpc, leading to
an even larger physical separation when corrected for inclination.
This would be equivalent to a virialized Milky Way mass galaxy
rotating around an axis located at half the distance between the
Sun and the bulge.
The 68% of rotating disks found in the sample of 41 high S/N
’disk-like’ galaxies (see Table 2) finally translates into 53% of ro-
tating disks when accounting for the full sample of z„1 galaxies.
Table 3 gives the fraction of galaxies of the z „ 1 sample verifying
disks criteria by W15 (row 1) and by this work (row 2). We have
Table 3. Kinematic and (in last column) morpho-kinematic classifications
of z „1 galaxies. The first 5 columns are the kinematic criteria described in
section 3.2.2. The last column corresponds to adding a criterion based on
morphology, leading to the full morpho-kinematic classification (see Sec-
tion 4.2). : criteria (1) and (2) are merged in Table 1 of W15.
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 Morpho-kinematics
W15 93%: 78% 78% 70%
This work 74% 74% 63% 61% 53% 25%
assumed that the properties of the 41 galaxies are representative of
the 56 disk-like galaxies, and have added into the statistics the 16
’non-disk’ identified by W15. These results indicate a significantly
smaller disk fraction (53%) than that reported by W15 (78% and
70% for criteria 1-3 or 1-5, respectively). The description of indi-
vidual targets can be found in Annex A.
4.2 Disk/merger ratio from a morpho-kinematic
classification
Kinematic studies of distant galaxies may be limited when com-
pared to morphological studies based on the HST imagery. For
some galaxies, kinematics may indicate virialised systems, while
the imaging may still reveal stellar bridges and tails in the out-
skirts because those have larger characteristic times to reach an
equilibrium than bright central regions. Morphology includes also
the color information, and strong perturbations of the inner parts
could be sometime undetected due to the poor spatial resolution of
the kinematic maps. This has prompted us to identify those galax-
ies having either compact, blue-cored or asymmetrical morpholo-
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gies (all wrapped into a single category of peculiar galaxies), and
to adopt the morpho-kinematic method proposed by Hammer et al.
(2009). The morphological classification (Section 3.1.2) was com-
bined to the kinematic classification (Section 3.1.2), leading to 3
morpho-kinematic5 categories:
‚ Virialized, rotating spiral (RS) are galaxies having kinemat-
ics consistent with those of rotating disks (RD), and showing the
morphology of a spiral galaxy;
‚ Semi-virialized (SV) galaxies possess either a rotating disk
kinematics and a peculiar morphology or kinematics discrepant
from rotation but a spiral morphology;
‚ Non-virialized (NV) systems are galaxies with kinematics dis-
crepant from a rotational velocity field (CK and PR) and whose
morphology is also peculiar.
Figure A1 and Table 1 give the morpho-kinematic classifica-
tion for the 41 high S/N disks of W15, which include 13 virial-
ized disks, 15 semi-virialized galaxies with peculiar morphologies,
6 semi-virialized galaxies with peculiar kinematics, and 7 non-
virialized systems. As a consequence, we found that only 25% of
z „ 1 galaxies can be securely identified as isolated virialized spi-
rals, the rest being at different stages of a merger sequence, in sharp
contrast with W15. Restricting the sample to objects in the com-
pleteness interval (M˚ ą“ 1010 Md), the fraction of isolated spirals
at z „1 is about 31%.
5 TESTING THE ROBUSTNESS OF THE
MORPHO-KINEMATIC CLASSIFICATION
5.1 Pair fractions from the 3D-HST survey: companions and
major mergers
To test the robustness of the morpho-kinematic classification in
identifying (un)perturbed systems, we investigated the presence of
galaxies in pairs. We made use of the 3D-HST redshift catalogue by
Momcheva et al. (2015), which is to date the most complete redshift
catalogue in the CANDELS field. This catalogue compiles spectro-
scopic redshifts (zspec) from previous spectroscopic surveys, with
redshifts obtained by the open grism observations (zgrism). Most of
the available redshifts are based on grism observations, and have
much higher uncertainties than spectroscopic redshifts. As shown
in Figure 6, about 78% of our sample has |zspec - zgrism|/(1+zspec)
within 1500 km s´1. This uncertainty is consistent with that esti-
mated by Brammer et al. (2012) for a z„1.3 galaxy with (spatial)
FWHM = 02.5 observed at the grism spectral resolution. In a few
cases, grism spectroscopy could lead to catastrophic redshift esti-
mations, with discrepancies well above ∆V= 1500 km s´1.
We searched for companions around the 41 galaxies within
a projected separation rpro j ă150 kpc, and rest-frame relative
velocity ∆V ă 500 km s´1 for zspec (Patton et al. 2013), or
∆V ă1500 km s´1 for zgrism. Amongst the 41 galaxies, 9 have
neighbour(s) of comparable mass (J-band luminosity ratio ą 1:5)
This number does not change much, increasing only to 11 or to
14, when accounting for ∆V limits of 3000 and 4500 km s´1,
respectively. This suggests that most of the pairs are physically
5 This work uses a slightly different terminology than in Hammer et al.
(2009) by replacing the term ”relaxed” instead of ”virialized”. The later is
preferred because it is more appropriate to describe an isolated disk. While
a galaxy is virialized after few disk rotations, relaxation takes more than a
Hubble time to achieve.
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Figure 6. Comparison between zspec and zgrism for 39 galaxies of the high
S/N disk sample of W15. The Figure shows the corresponding velocity
difference with a mean and σ being 1200 and 1975 km s´1, respectively.
The vertical, dashed line at ∆V= 1500 km s´1 includes 78% of the sample.
Two of the 41 high S/N galaxies do not have zgrism measurements. Notice
also that one object has an extremely catastrophic zgrism measurement (∆z
= 0.313).
linked rather than projections of galaxies occupying the same fila-
ment. Interestingly, 6 amongst the 9 pairs have another companion
within rpro j ă150 kpc and ∆V ă 4500 km s´1. Because zgrism can
have catastrophic misestimations, we also investigated whether
projected close pairs that have failed the pair criterion in velocity
could be physically linked. We found one object (3D-GS3-27242)
in this case, which lies at only 13.5 kpc from another galaxy while
the velocity difference is „ 6300 km s´1 (∆zgrism). A closer look at
HST images reveals a faint stellar bridge linking the two galaxies
(S/Ną3 in I-band, see Figure 7).
The physical link between galaxies in the 10 detected close
pairs is reasserted by the presence of tidal features, including
bridges or tails, and/or peculiar morphologies. Table 4 shows the
properties of these 10 pairs: 4 pairs show evidence for tidal features
or bridge, indicated by an arrow in Figure 7; 3 pairs are made of 2
galaxies having peculiar morphologies; and 2 pairs with a single
galaxy being peculiar. This high number of tidal tails is surprising
given the expected faintness of such features at high redshift, and
may indicate the frequent occurrence of recent and strong interac-
tions at z„1, at least in this sample.
We found a good agreement between galaxies in close pairs
and kinematic perturbations: 4 of the 6 galaxies that do not ver-
ify the rotating disk criterion (3) and 2 of the 5 galaxies that are
affected by criterion (5) are in pairs. In the same way, all 4 galax-
ies with PA misalignment are in pairs (see Figures 5 and 7). The
two closest pairs, 3D-GS3-21045 and 220056, have their dynami-
cal axes pointing towards their very close companions, as shown
in Figure 5. Such a behaviour is consistent with a merger in a
phase before or just after a first passage. Finally, we do not observe
kinematic perturbations in three pairs: 3D-GS3-27242, 28388 and
3D-U3-25160. This is consistent with the findings of Hung et al.
(2015): by using redshifted templates of well defined local mergers,
they showed that a significant fraction of the interacting disks and
merger remnants are indistinguishable from isolated disks based on
their sole kinematic classification.
We found 10 (24%) pairs amongst the 41 high S/N disk galax-
6 3D-GS3-21045 (3D-GS3-22005) are likely before (after) first passage
from their regular spiral (perturbed) morphology, respectively.
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Figure 7. Galaxy pairs found in the W15 sample of high S/N disk galaxies, within rpro j ă150 kpc and ∆V ă 1500 kms´1, when calculated from ∆zgrism
(otherwise ∆V ă 500 kms´1). In the different panels, ∆V is followed by a ”=” or a ”„” sign for spectroscopic and grism redshifts, respectively. From the top
to the bottom, left to right: 4 objects show bridge or tidal features and the next 3 pairs show morphological peculiarities in both companions.
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Table 4. Major merger candidates having a companion with a mass ratio above 0.15 and lying within 150 kpc and ∆V ă 500 or 1500 km s´1, depending on
the origin of the redshift estimate (see their images in Figure 7). (1) object name, (2) ID of the candidate in the 3D-HST catalogue (Momcheva et al. 2015), (3)
redshift of the candidate, (4) type of redshift measurement available for the companion (grism or spectroscopic observation), (5) stellar mass, (6) mass ratio
between the object and the candidate, (7,8) projected distance rpro j and velocity delta ∆v between the object and the candidate, (10) kinematic criterion not
fulfilled, (11), morphological classification, (12) morpho-kinematic classification. Redshifts are extracted from the 3D-HST catalogue (Momcheva et al. 2015)
and mass ratio from deep photometry in pJ ` HqAB bands.
3D object ID z z type Mass ratio rpro j ∆V Comments kinematic morphology morpho-kin.
(kpc) (km/s) criterion class class
COS3-6738 6550 0.870 Spec 0.33 64.22 256.96 Tidal features in both galaxies 3,5 Pec NV
COS3-13009 12401 0.954 Grism 0.27 61.67 456.70 Tidal features in both galaxies 3,4 Sp SV
COS3-21583 20612 0.903 Grism 0.55 146.66 151.42 One disturbed galaxy 3,4 Pec NV
GS3-21045 31425 0.952 Spec 0.86 37.73 460.35 No morphological signatures 1,4 Sp SV
GS3-22005 33287 0.955 Spec 0.57 30.86 153.53 Tidal features & Bridge 4 Pec NV
GS3-27242 39825 1.068 Grism 0.44 13.5 6300 Bridge : – Pec SV
1.017 Grism 0.44 67.70 1217.77
GS3-28388 41531 1.017 Grism 0.63 38.50 727.00 One disturbed galaxy – Pec SV
41775 1.019 Grism 0.81 102.52 378.34
U3-14150 19745 0.892 Grism 0.26 40.66 669.31 Two disturbed galaxies 3 Pec NV
U3-16817 23207 0.788 Grism 0.42 34.86 409.85 Two disturbed galaxies 5 Sp SV
U3-25160 34315 0.898 Grism 0.33 34.35 310.12 Two disturbed galaxies – Pec SV
: Possible redshift misidentification for this objet
ies of W15, which include 6 non-virialized (75%), 4 semi-virialized
(29%) and 0 virialized galaxies. This supports our analysis, and
suggests that the high disk-fraction found by W15 is due to mis-
identifications of galaxies that are instead experiencing a merger.
However, the morpho-kinematic classification is meant to be con-
servative in how it secures the identification of isolated and viri-
alized disks. It does not exclude the possibility that some of the
semi-virialized galaxies could be rotating disk galaxies. The 25%
of isolated virialized spirals therefore corresponds to a lower limit
of the fraction of disks at z„1, while at this stage (but see the dis-
cussion section), a strict upper limit is given by 53% of galaxies
dynamically classified as rotating disks.
5.2 Merger rate
In this section, we verify whether or not the estimated merger/disk
fractions are consistent with a hierarchical mass assembly scenario.
In Puech et al. (2012) an accurate calculation of the merger rate was
computed based on the number of objects observed in the different
merger stages at z „0.6. This was done by systematically compar-
ing the kinematics and morphologies of a representative sample of
z„0.6 galaxies with hydrodynamical models of isolated disks and
major mergers (Hammer et al. 2009). The study presented here-
after only uses the galaxies in close pairs (see section 5.1). The
lack of comparison with simulation to constrain the merger stages
does not allow an accurate calculation of the merger rate for later
merger phases (i.e., during and after fusion), as done in Puech et al.
(2012).
The 10 pairs we identified are robust candidates for major
mergers: 4 showing tidal features or bridges; 3 having both paired
galaxies with peculiar morphologies expected after a 1st interac-
tion; and one showing its kinematic axis pointing to its immediate
neighbour (3D-GS3-21045). The merger rate can only be calcu-
lated from the 72 galaxies defining the representative sample. In
addition to the pairs detected amongst the 42 high S/N disk-like
galaxies, we had to include the number of pairs in the remaining 31
objects (15 low S/N disks and 16 non-disk galaxies). As mentioned
in Section 2.1, we identified 24 objects over the 31, which were
quasi equally distributed in non-disks (11) and low S/N disks (12)
as in the parent sample. We assumed that they are sufficiently repre-
sentative for a pair analysis. Appendix B1 shows the pair classifica-
tion of the 23 galaxies using the same scheme as in Section 5.1. We
found 8 pairs, including 2 galaxies near fusion (3D-COS3-21481
and COS3-11933) and 4 galaxies showing tidal features (including
a ring in 3D-COS3-08390), while all are showing severely distorted
morphologies. Such a behaviour confirms the validity of the ”non-
disk” category of W15 that encompasses 6 out of the 8 pairs.
The fraction of pairs in the 72 galaxies sample is thus fpairs “
p10` 8{23ˆ 31q{72 “29% and the merger rate can be written as
in Puech et al. (2012):
rMerger “ 0.5 fpairs femi {Tprefusion “ 0.0685 Gyr´1, (1)
where 0.5 stands for the fact that only one galaxy in the pair
is part of the sample and femi=0.85 is the fraction of emission
line galaxies at z „ 1. It accounts for the fact that the observed
sample included only emission-line galaxies (Hammer et al. 1997).
Tpre f usion “ 1.8 Gyr is the averaged timescale of the pre-fusion
phase (from observations and modelling, e.g. Puech et al. 2012,
and references therein).
Figure 8 shows the resulting estimate of the merger rate for
which uncertainties were estimated as a quadratic combination of
the expected fraction of contaminations and the random uncertain-
ties due to statistical fluctuations in the sample, which were de-
rived accurately using confidence intervals for the binomial statis-
tics. Theoretical models usually give the merger rate at the time
when halos start merging, i.e., where galaxies that inhabit these ha-
los are still in pairs. The observed point in Fig. 8 is therefore shown
at the median redshift of the observed sample plus 0.5ˆ Tpre f usion,
which is the average epoch at which the observed pairs were start-
ing to interact.
Figure 8 also shows the prediction of the semi-empirical
ΛCDM model from Hopkins et al. (2010), as used in Puech et al.
(2012) to which we refer for details. In short, the predicted merger
rates were integrated over a varying range of baryonic mass Mb
as a function of z so that the observed range of Mb at the median
redshift z„0.9 of the KMOS3D sample and their progenitors and
descendants at other epochs are probed. The resulting merger rates
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were also integrated over the range of baryonic mass ratio 0.25-1.0
to cover the range of mass ratios in the observed pairs (see Tab. 4).
This range was adopted as a definition of “major mergers” in the
following.
Figure 8 indicates that the theoretical model is in a remark-
able agreement with the observed estimate without any fine-tuning,
confirming the result of Puech et al. (2012) in a similar range of
baryonic mass. The dominant source of (random) uncertainty in
the comparison is associated to the input assumptions used in the
model (Hopkins et al. 2010), which is illustrated in Fig. 8 as a
red region. These models, if not properly scaled to the observed
range of mass and mass ratio are typically predictive within a fac-
tor „10 only (Hopkins et al. 2009). However, if used in the exact
same range of mass and mass ratios, they are accurate within a fac-
tor 2-3 compared to observations (Puech et al. 2012). For this rea-
son, we refrained ourselves to compare the present estimate with
other determinations from the literature in different ranges of mass
and/or mass ratios, although we note that the fit to the compilation
of Mstellar „ 109.75 ´ 1010.25 Md galaxies7 as a function of redshift
provided by Lo´pez-Sanjuan et al. (2013) results in a major merger
rate „0.06 Gyr´1 at z„ 1 (see their Eq. 9). Although their range
of stellar mass covers only partially the range of the present sample
(and especially the lowest mass bins, see Fig. 1), it is found in quite
good agreement with Fig. 8.
We also remark that such a fraction of major mergers is rather
consistent with the succinct analysis of mergers in W15 (see their
Section 4.2). They found 5 of them in very close pairs8, separated
by less than the IFU size. These very close pairs are observed dur-
ing a very short period of the merging sequence, precisely near the
first passage or just before the fusion. Using major merger hydro-
dynamic simulations at different view angles (Hammer et al. 2010),
we estimated that the visibility window of these very close pairs is
about 15% of a major merger episode. When accounting for the
short visibility window, the number identified by W15 is in fact
consistent with the fraction of galaxies we found in other pre- or
post-merger phases.
6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A crucial test to decipher the main channel of spiral formation re-
quires to estimate, in the distant Universe, the fraction of isolated
disks together with that of galaxies involved in a merger sequence.
Fostered by the advent of new near-infrared IFS instruments, some
studies focused on the presence of a rotation to estimate the disk
fraction. However, rotation can be also induced by orbital motions
in a merger sequence. In this study we investigated the limitations
of kinematic and morpho-kinematic classifications to identify dis-
tant isolated disks, evidencing that the results depend on the num-
ber and on the detailed definition of the assumed selection criteria.
Here we argue that rotating spirals are virialized systems having
very specific characteristics, which can be detectable in high-z ob-
servations:
(i) The gas kinematics is dominated by rotation (V{σ ą1, single
7 The authors quote a stellar mass range Mstellar „ 1010´1010.50 Md using
a Salpeter IMF, which we have converted into a Chabrier IMF as in Fig. 1
using a converting factor „-0.25 dex.
8 besides 3D-COS3-21583 that we classified as non-virialized, we proba-
bly retrieved 3 of them in our analysis.
Figure 8. Galaxy merger rate, r, as a function of the redshift. The blue
point gives the merger rate at the average pre-fusion phase epoch (z= 1.13),
and has been calculated from the average redshift (zmean=0.903) to which
1.8/2= 0.9 Gyr has been added. The red curve shows the prediction of the
semi-empirical model (Hopkins et al. 2010), for the range of baryonic mass
and mass fraction observed and the shaded red region shows the associated
uncertainty. The red-shaded region shows the impact of possible systematic
effects of the observational estimation of the merger rate (see Puech et al.
2012). The green point gives the merger rate when only pair galaxies not
identified as disks by W15 are taken into account. The upper left inset shows
the cumulative merger rate R as a function of redshift (i.e., from the full red
curve of the main panel).
velocity gradient). At low spatial resolution, the central velocity
gradient translates into a peak in the velocity dispersion map;
(ii) In a virialized disk, gas and old stars are at equilibrium. The
old stars and ionized gas disks rotate in the same plane and around
the centre of mass of the system;
(iii) Disks have exponential light profiles and symmetric struc-
tures, e.g. spiral arms, bars, rings. Notice that the actual image
depth in deep cosmological fields allows us to probe the z „ 1
disks up to 80% of their optical radius.
Pure kinematic classifications based on only kinematic maps
can only probe one aspect of what characterizes a spiral galaxy,
and as such provide a crude upper limit of the disk fraction. The
σ-centering criterion (Flores et al. 2006) is efficient in identifying
perturbed rotations for distant galaxies, although it is mandatory to
search perturbations over the whole dispersion map.
Here we argue that it is equally essential to verify that gas
and stars are at equilibrium for probing a virialized disk. Some
of the high S/N disks of W15 show strong misalignments of their
dynamical axes when compared to the optical ones, which is re-
vealed after a proper measurement of the disk PAs (see, e.g., Fig-
ure 5). In some others, the orbital motions of two closely inter-
acting galaxies can be misinterpreted as a rotation (Peirani et al.
2009; Hung et al. 2015). This is the case of 3D-COS-18471, which
is rotationally-dominated but instead of being a rotating disk, it re-
sembles a merger near fusion, explaining why the centre of rotation
is well off the optical centre (see Figure A1). To identify these unre-
laxed galaxies, two criteria imposing that gas and stars should share
the same dynamical centre and PA have to be incorporated into the
kinematic classification (Yang et al. 2008).
c© 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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However, we show that even after incorporating ’gas/stars’
equilibrium criteria, the kinematic classification still fails to iden-
tify all mergers. First, the coarse spatial resolution of kinematic
observations can only detect extreme offsets between the kinematic
and optical centers, generally at distances larger than the disk scale-
length. Second, some of the criteria (3, 4 and 5) are not applicable
to galaxies with extreme inclinations. For instance, measurements
of PA are likely compromised in nearly face-on galaxies as well as
detection of central σ-peaks because of the small velocity gradi-
ent projected in the centre. Moreover, disk galaxies in interactions
maintain an ordered rotation during large time intervals, e.g., be-
tween first and second passages and during the relaxation phase
(compare with NGC 5427/5426 and the M81 group). On the oppo-
site, complex kinematics are visible during short periods of time,
mainly during the first passage and coalescence phases (Puech et
al. 2014). A significant fraction of interacting disks and merger
remnants are indistinguishable from isolated disks based on their
sole kinematic classification (Hung et al. 2016).
A multi-criteria approach is thus required to identify mergers
in all phases from first passage to post-coalescence. This prompted
us to define a morpho-kinematic classification (Hammer et al. 2009,
2016) that considers additional indicators such as the morphology
to further identify virialized spirals. Imaging may reveal bridges
and particularly tails in the outskirts of a galaxy, and since the in-
ner parts come to equilibrium in a merger much faster than the outer
parts, the kinematic analysis can misidentify it as a spiral in viri-
alized equilibrium. The morpho-kinematic classification allows us
to classify galaxies according to their degree of virialization (see
Section 4.2), from virialized spirals to non-virialized systems. Ap-
plying the morpho-kinematic classification to the KMOS3D sample,
we found that only 25% of z „ 1 galaxies are virialized spirals, in
contrast to the 80% of disk-like galaxies found by W15 in the same
sample.
Besides of being partly caused by the use of the morpho-
kinematic classification in this paper, this discrepancy is also
linked to the different methods used for evaluating morphological
PAs and axis ratios, as well as to the use of numerous restrictions
assumed by W15 (search for σ-peaks only along the dynamical
axis, limiting the PA alignment to only b/aă 0.6 galaxies) when
deriving the kinematic classification9.
To test the robustness of the morpho-kinematic classification
for disentangling isolated disks from mergers, we confronted its
results with an analysis of pairs. Using the open grism redshift sur-
vey 3D-HST, we found that 29% of z „ 1 galaxies are physical
pairs, including an almost similar fraction (24%) within the high
S/N disks of W15. All galaxies found in pairs are affected by either
kinematic and/or morphological perturbations (classified as semi-
or non-relaxed). Conversely, all galaxies classified as virialized spi-
rals (VS) were found to be isolated. This consistency supports the
validity of the morpho-kinematic classification.
The pre-fusion time is approximatively equal to that of the
post-fusion time (Puech et al. 2012). Accounting for the visibil-
ity timescale of pairs, the 29% of galaxies in pairs translate into
58% of galaxies involved in a merger sequence at z „ 1. Morpho-
kinematics is likely sensitive to perturbations for galaxies in pairs
as well as to galaxies in fusion and post-fusion and leads to 75% of
9 This paper methodology is further detailed in the handbook (Hammer et
al. 2016) that summarizes the numerous techniques - and their limitations -
for selecting, observing, analysing and understanding distant galaxies.
semi or non-virialized galaxies. Combining the above arguments, it
results that the fraction of isolated, virialized disks at z „ 1 ranges
from 25 to 42%, i.e., about one-third. The merger fraction is also ro-
bustly established in close agreement with empirical, ΛCDM mod-
els. In contrast, the W15 kinematic classification leads to an in-
consistent merger rate (see green point in Figure 8). We conclude
that most z „ 1 MW-mass field galaxies are involved into one or
another phase of a major merger sequence, supporting the disk re-
building scenario, and hence the hierarchical scheme of galaxy for-
mation.
c© 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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2004, A&A, 421, 847 APPENDIX A: HIGH S/N DISK FROM W15
This Annex provides the description of each object together with
the arguments that led to the kinematic and morpho-kinematic clas-
sifications. The first acronym gives the morpho-kinematic class: ro-
tating spiral (RS); semi-virialized (SV); non-virialized (NV), and
in parenthesis, the morphological class - spiral (Sp), peculiar (Pec),
compact (C) - and the kinematic class - rotating disk (RD), per-
turbed rotation (PR), complex kinematics (CK).
3D-COS3-644: RS (Sp/RD) - Spiral galaxy with slightly asym-
metric residuals. Rotating disk with a large contribution of the
bulge to the large sigma peak.
3D-COS3-1705: RS (Sp/RD) - Face-on spiral galaxy, with a bar
detected in the residual map. The kinematics indicates a rotation.
3D-COS3-4796: RS (Sp/RD) - Spiral galaxy with a red bulge and
a bar. The residual map reveals the spiral arms structure. The large
clump at the left side could be a minor merger. The kinematics
indicates a rotation.
3D-COS3-13311: RS (Sp/RD) - Spiral ring galaxy with symmet-
ric residuals. The kinematics indicates a rotation.
3D-COS3-14411: RS (Sp/RD) - Spiral galaxy but unsecured
classification. Could also be a peculiar: red core dominated galaxy
with a strong plume. The kinematics indicates a rotation with a
large contribution of the bulge to the large sigma peak.
3D-COS3-15061: RS (Sp/RD) - Spiral. The object resembles a
ring galaxy but the pseudo-ring is incomplete and highly asymmet-
ric. Residuals are rather symmetric.
3D-COS3-16954: RS (Sp/RD) - Sab type galaxy with symmetric
residuals and with kinematics compatible with a rotation.
3D-COS3-25038: RS (Sp/RD) - Spiral galaxy with kinematics
compatible with a rotation.
3D-COS3-26546: RS (Sp/RD) - Spiral galaxy, nearly face-on,
with a possible tidal tail in the left side. The kinematic maps
are consistent with a perturbed rotation with a σ-peak offset by
0.452from the kinematic centre. iHowever, the lack of σ-peak at
the centre of rotation could be due to the lack of Hα emission in
the bulge. This galaxy has therefore been classified as RD.
3D-GS3-30840: RS (Sp/RD) - Spiral galaxy with a bar. The ir-
regular morphology in J & H could be due to dust. The asymmetric
residuals can be due to arms. There are three σ-peaks, all of them
offset from the kinematic centre. However, the lack of σ-peak at
the centre of rotation could be due to the lack of Hα emission in
the bulge. This galaxy has therefore been classified as RD.
3D-U3-5138: RS (Sp/RD) - Spiral galaxy with kinematics com-
patible with a rotating disk.
3D-U3-8072: RS (Sp/RD) - Face-on spiral galaxy with a ring vis-
ible in the residual maps and colour map. The kinematics indicates
a rotation.
3D-U3-15226: RS (Sp/RD) - Spiral galaxy dominated by a bar
(SBa). The kinematics indicates a rotation.
3D-COS3-6511: SV (C/RD) - Compact galaxy (Rhal f “ 3.13kpc)
with a ring detected in the residual map. The kinematics indicates
a rotation.
3D-COS3-10857: SV (Pec/RD) - Peculiar galaxy having two
components with different colours. The residual map reveals asym-
metric structures. The kinematics indicates a rotation.
3D-COS3-18434: SV (Pec/RD) - Almost face-on galaxy with
peculiar morphology. There are strong asymmetries in the colour
map. The structures in the residual map could be compatible with a
ring but are rather asymmetric. The kinematics indicates a rotation.
3D-COS3-19485: SV (Pec/RD)- Peculiar galaxy with unsecured
c© 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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classification. The galaxy could be a spiral but is too asymmetric in
H band. The residuals are also highly asymmetric. The kinematics
is compatible with a rotation, although the σ-peak is very broad.
3D-COS3-22796: SV (Pec/RD) - Peculiar galaxy with a asym-
metric low surface brightness disk. The elongated spot, a the left
of the bulge, can be either a merger or a star-forming region. The
residuals maps shows off-centered ring. The kinematics indicates a
rotation.
3D-COS3-23999: SV (Pec/RD) - Peculiar galaxy with strong
asymmetries. The nearby object is not at the same redshift. The
kinematic maps suggest that the system is a perturbed rotation with
a wide σ-peak located at 0.632at the south of the bulge. However,
the lack of σ-peak at the centre of rotation could be due to the lack
of Hα emission in the bulge. This galaxy has therefore been classi-
fied as RD.
3D-COS3-27071: SV (Pec/RD) - Peculiar galaxy, asymmetric or
Tadpole. The kinematics indicates a rotation.
3D-GS3-23200: SV (Pec/RD) - Peculiar galaxy having strong ir-
regularities at all wavelengths. Could be a merger close to com-
pletion (3rd passage, the 2nd galaxy almost destroyed in a polar
encountering). The kinematics indicates a rotation.
3D-GS3-27242: SV (Pec/RD) - Peculiar galaxy. The galaxies is
in interaction with a close companion. A bridge is visible between
the two objects. The kinematics indicates a rotation.
3D-GS3-28388: SV (Pec/RD) - Peculiar galaxy with a V-shape
in V band and a red centre. The centre is offset to the right when
compared to the edge-on disk in J and H. The offset is confirmed
by the residual maps. Nearby companion at the same redshift.The
kinematics indicates a rotation.
3D-U3-18162: SV (Pec/RD) - Peculiar galaxy, with a tilted mor-
phology with at least 2 components confirmed by the residual
maps.The kinematics indicates a rotation.
3D-U3-18677: SV (C/RD) - Compact galaxy (Rhal f “ 2.83kpc)
with kinematic compatible with a rotating disk.
3D-U3-25160: SV (Pec/RD) - Peculiar galaxy with asymmetric
residuals and small clumps. The bulge is offset from the centre of
the disk component. The kinematics indicates a rotation.
3D-U3-4286: SV (Pec/RD) - Peculiar galaxy with a bar. The large
clump is visible in all wavelength and could be a minor merger. The
kinematics indicates a rotation.
3D-U3-8493: SV (C/RD) - Compact galaxy (Rhal f “ 3.04kpc)
with a rotation.
3D-COS3-5062: SV (Sp/PR) - Spiral galaxy with a perturbed ro-
tation.
3D-COS3-13009: SV (Sp/CK) - Spiral galaxy with unsecured
classification. The galaxy could be either a spiral with star form-
ing clumps or minor merger, or a major merger in completion. The
mass ratio suggests a minor merger. The galaxy has a complex kine-
matics: PAs are discrepant by „ 900. 3D-COS3-13009 is a candi-
date for a physical pair: there is a neighboring galaxy at 60 kpc and
456 km/s having tidal features.
3D-GS3-21045: SV (Sp/CK) - Spiral galaxy dominated by a bar.
The galaxy is separated by less than one optical radius from a com-
panion at the same redshift. The galaxy has a complex kinematics:
the velocity field has two gradients and the PAs are discrepant by
„ 700. There are two σ-peaks with an offset of 0.22 from the centre
of rotation, located at the extremity of the bar.
3D-U3-3856: SV (Sp/CK) - Spiral galaxy. The centre of rotation
is offset from the optical centre by 4 pixels.
3D-U3-13321: SV (Sp/CK) - Spiral galaxy with a ring, a blue bar
and a red bulge. The centre of rotation is offset from the optical
centre by 2.5 pixels.
Figure A1. From left to right: i+J+H colour images, (i–J) colour map,
Galfit residuals and decomposition of the major axis light profile for the
41 galaxies classified in this work. Galaxies are ordered as in Appendix
A, according to their morpho-kinematic classification: virialized spirals,
semi-virialized (rotating disk+peculiar morphology, perturbed kinematics
+ spiral morphology) and non-virialized. The morphological and kine-
matic classification are indicated in the color image. The later also indi-
cates the optical centre as a pink cross, the morphological PA as a pink
line, the centre of rotation and kinematic PA are respectively the cyan
cross and cyan dashed line, and the peaks of dispersion are delimited by
a cyan square.. Notice that when the optical and kinematic centers co-
incide, the optical centre (pink cross) is barely visible. The two panels
on the left are the residuals and then the fit from the galfit decomposi-
tion. When the galaxy is found in a pair a wide field is shown, indicat-
ing the redshift of the companions in the field. Figure available in: http:
//mygepi.obspm.fr/˜mrodrigues/Doc/KMOS-3DHST_final.pdf.
3D-U3-16817: SV (Sp/CK) - Edge-on galaxy with a complex
centre which can be a bulge + ring spiral. The kinematics is com-
plex because the centre of rotation is offset from the optical centre
by 4 pixels. There is a companion at the same redshift separated by
34 kpc.
3D-COS3-6738: NV (Pec/CK) - Peculiar galaxy with asymmet-
ric residuals. The galaxy has complex kinematics: the centre of ro-
tation is located „ 2 pixels from the optical centre. The σ-peak is
also offset by 0.402from the rotation centre.
3D-COS3-10248: NV (Pec/CK) - Peculiar galaxy with an ex-
traordinary bright tidal tails (or gigantic arms?) and a bar. The ob-
ject is probably relaxing after a very recent collision. The velocity
field is complex, with two kinematic axes. The σ-peak is located at
0.392to the north of the bulge.
3D-COS3-18471: NV (Pec/CK) - Peculiar galaxy with an elon-
gated red nucleus with a tidal tail. The object is probably an on-
going or nearly complete merger. The kinematics is complex: the
centre of rotation is located at 3 pixels east from the centre of rota-
tion.
3D-COS3-19935: NV (Pec/PR) - Peculiar galaxy, with strong
asymmetries in H Band and in the residuals map. Perhaps a mi-
nor merger with an edge-on Sp. The galaxy was classified as a
perturbed rotation because the σ-peak is offset from the kinematic
centre by 0.392.
3D-COS3-21583: NV (Pec/CK) - Peculiar galaxy with several
components. The object is probably an on-going merger just be-
fore the fusion. The velocity maps are complex, with two kinematic
axes.
3D-GS3-22005: NV (Pec/CK) - Ring galaxy with a bridge link-
ing it to the bottom-left galaxy. The object is part of a close pair
(31kpc), probably an on-going merger after the 1st passage. The
residual-map shows asymmetric spiral arms and the bridge con-
necting the two galaxies. The kinematics is complex: the PAs mis-
match „ 540. The kinematic PA is oriented toward the companion.
3D-U3-14150: NV (Pec/PR) - Peculiar galaxy with a blue core
and complex residuals. The object is probably a merger near fusion.
There is a companion 40 kpc away.
APPENDIX B: THE 23 IDENTIFIED NON-DISK (ND) AND
LOW S/N DISKS (LSD) OF W15
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Figure B1. Eight galaxies in pairs within rpro j ă150 kpc and ∆V ă 1500 kms´1 when calculated from zgrism (otherwise ∆V ă 500 kms´1). In the
different panels, ∆V is followed by a ”=” or a ”„” sign for spectroscopic and grism redshifts, respectively. Figure available in: http://mygepi.obspm.fr/
˜mrodrigues/Doc/KMOS-3DHST_final.pdf.
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